it is stated that the cochlea was approached and injected with fixative within 40 minutes of the death of patients, but that the area was only removed 'if permission for post-mortem was obtained', i.e. the original procedure was done without the consent of the next of kin.
This raises important ethical and legal questions, as it has always been accepted that absolutely no interference with a body is possible without the consent of the next of kin or of the coroner if he has been informed of the death. As a pathologist, I have often had to refuse to allow such interference to enthusiasts. Yours sincerely R E REWELL
II June 1983
A copy of this letter was sent to Mr Wright, whose reply follows: Dear Sir, Dr Rewell raises a number of points that were of course fully considered by myself and the Ethical Committee of the Royal Liverpool Hospital prior to the start of the study. Discussions with the coroner for Liverpool in 1979 revealed that the human body can be preserved with fixatives following death provided that no part of the body is removed. This means that fixatives can be instilled in to the body cavities to preserve their contents, but removal of tissues of course requires the permission of relatives. In coroner's cases the coroner cannot give permission for the removal of tissues for, say, pathology museum specimens or for teaching purposes.
In the series I reported, and in a larger series where I have been looking at the factors that precipitate cochlear damage following administration of the aminoglycosides and loop diuretics, some of the relatives were asked beforehand if they would object to the inner ear being preserved, and the rest were informed after the death of what had occurred and the reasons for preserving the tissues. No storms arose, presumably because all of the patients had been in my care for some length of time and because I have always tried to maintain close contacts with the relatives of terminally-ill patients. (I) The lack of 'firm proof for the evolutionary mechanism cannot be attested by the sheer volume of evidence to be found in the fields of palaeontology, comparative anatomy, biochemistry, genetics and embryology.
(2) To invoke a 'supreme creator' as a 'more reasonable' explanation for the origin of life simply evades the question and explains nothing.
(3) Nowhere in evolutionist literature is it stated that the component parts of the human eye simply 'tumbled together' all at the same time by chance. Such a hypothesis would be frankly absurd and quite untenable.
Any inquiry into the origin of life should be conducted with the same scientific objectivity afforded to other disciplines, and should not succumb to groundless, irrational beliefs based more on superstition than on reason. Yours faithfulIy S S MAZ
July 1983
From Dr J M Grange Cardiothoracic Institute Brompton Hospital, LondonSW3 6HP Dear Sir, In his recent letter, Mr G K McKee (June Journal, p 530) highlights the apparently irreconcilable gulf between the evolutionist and creationist views on the origin and development of life. The prevalent evolutionary concept is that life arose by remote and blind chance and that its further development was equally chancy, resulting from nothing more than the selection of certain mutants by environmental pressures. By contrast, the extreme creationist belief is that each individual species is the direct result of divine inspiration.
There is, however, a cosmology, based on the principle of indeterminancy of matter, that unites these two viewpoints. If we accept that the original 'big bang' occurred at the behest of an omnipotent Being, we can reasonably surmise that there was a purpose behind this creative act. All the great religions are united in the belief that this purpose was the creation of living beings capable of freely electing to enter into a personal relationship with their Creator.
Following the 'big bang' some fifteen billion years ago, the newly formed matter underwent certain changes under the influence. of natural 'laws'. These included the aggregation of hydrogen into stellar furnaces in which the heavier clements were forged and the condensation of these elements into planetary systems. Even though this behaviour of matter must have been implicit in the original creative fiat, in cannot be assumed that every galaxy, star and planet was individually designed. Despite
